Hello,

I have a FOIA request for each party above for the following: requests, approvals, and denials for evaluations by outside providers related to special education eligibility and services by Glenbrook District 225 from 2012-present? Also,

-a record of all cooperative day placements and private therapeutic placements for special education students divided by disability category by Glenbrook District 225 from 2012-present?

-public records relating to or regarding Glenbrook District 225’s status as failing to make AYP including ISBE recommendations, supports, and services resulting from this status from 2010- present, plus finally

-complaints, due process requests, or other correspondence by ISBE regarding or relating to concerns about special ed programming or safety at any Glenbrook District 225 schools and the results of those proceedings?

Thank you very much,

Kathleen E. Flowers